Abstract Abstract
Introduction Introduction
The purpose of digital halftoning -Obtaining a binary image looking similar to an input image 
where is a neighborhood of a pixel at which the energy is not negligible and denotes the distnance between two pixels and
-Intensity of the electric field at a pixel
where indicates a slope of that is a constant, and is a constant both and depend on the electrophotography machine indicates driving force of toner deposition at a pixel • Being put at a pixel for toner particle -High probability when is at least the upper threshold -No high probability when is at most the lower threshold • Part of a halftoned image
•Indicating ON pixel by 1 and OFF pixels by 0
•Representing a local window for thick line
•Once changing a bit pattern in this region, the intensity of electric field in the 3 3× 9 9 × Fig. 11 Probability distribution of toner transfer in case of including unstable pixels.
• Setting to 0.3 and 0.7 for the lower and upper thresholds
• Indicating that the intensity of electric field exceeds threshold and toner deposition takes place for the dark shade pixels • Being connected for ON pixels to form clusters
•Globally forming a maze-like pattern •Showing a doughnut-like form with mid frequency components in all direction
•Meaning that it is an ideal halftone screen without anisotropy 20 / 21 Fig. 16 An image predicted by our nonlinear printer model. Fig. 17 Comparison of perceptive error distribution between cluster dot and our method (left-cluster-dot, right-our nonlinear printer model.
•Indicating the magnitude of error by the color •Tending to have large errors on the edge part in the cluster-dot algorithm 
